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Any reviewer who expresses
rage and loathing for a novel is
preposterous. He or she is like a
person who has put on full armor
and attacked a hot fudge sundae.
-Kurt Vonnegut

Career
Fair, GREAT
SUCCESS!

By Matt “Undercover Minority”
Villa ~ Daily Bull

In lieu of the Spring Career Fair
on Tuesday, we at the Daily
Bull decided to take up the
girdle of investigative journalism. In the spirit of Geraldo
Rivera, we tracked down
the representatives from the
myriad different companies
that made an appearance.
After a few calls, some empty promises and a few things
we’re not proud of, The Daily
Bull got all the representatives
together to discuss just how
well the Career Fair went.
The first question I asked
was the one that was most
prevalent on all of our minds,
“How successful was the Career Fair?” After a small rambling of the career caucus
(heh heh, caucus), a lone
representative of the representatives answered, “It went
great, we got exactly what
we came for. Many fantastic
...see LOLAPPS on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like WTF DUAL MAJORS.

Groundbreaking Career Research
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

HOUGHTON, MI – In an interesting study
done by a team of student researchers
at Michigan Tech, it was discovered that
the Career Fair can have fascinating psychological effects on the students who
participate. The team examined several
students of different majors in an attempt
to discern whether there was a correlation between academic major and
mental state following Career Fair.
Not surprisingly,
there were a wide
range of results.
Mechanical engineers, on the
whole, repor ted
experiencing a
strangely inflated
sense of self. Noted
one student, “Last
year, I got four interview calls. This year,
nine! NINE! I mean,
wow. I’ve gotta be
the most sought-after guy on campus!”
The boosted egos notably carried on
for several days before the students
were able to resume a normal state of
non-jackassery.
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Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Electrical and civil engineers repeatedly suffered from a strange, near-deathexperience level of joy and peace with
the world. “We know that people want
us,” pointed out one suave EE. “It’s like
knowing everything is right in the world,
all while being on LSD.” Once the high
wears off and the
inter view stage
begins, however,
they usually are
found cowering
in corners, muttering about needing
to find that buzz
again – cold turkey
is not kind to the
Circuit People.
More serious mental conditions,
h o w e v e r, a r i s e
from the more obscure majors. Business and finance
students reported
strong feelings of
megalomania in the days leading up to
the recruiters’ arrival. “It’s basically this
undeniable urge to take over the world,”
admitted the Daily Bull’s own Cameron
Long. “Every company wants skilled busi...see Crazy about my job on back

Did anyone see yesterday’s Pile?
Yeah, BIG-O IS A DERP. It was “Things to
Protest About.” Let’s protest HIM!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Couch Locked? Munchies?
No Problem, The Studio Delivers!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... crazy about my job... from front

Those who pursue liberal arts degrees
were the most likely to confess feelings of severe depression. Despite the
research team’s best efforts to assure
them that jobs do, in fact, exist, all they
Long was quietly escorted into an seemed to want was more opportuisolation room by some nice men in nity to complain about how dreary
their futures are. The Daily Bull, being a
white coats.
ness majors, we know we can go far,
and we know that one day… one day,
we shall be the great dominators of the
entire working world! Mwahahaha!”

that of a mathematician and that of a are just a way to keep you busy as we
social scientist. “I was so confused,” check the paper to ensure it is of high
he admits.
enough quality to keep us warm and
the company running. This Career Fair
So was everyone else.
has been especially generous, with
many FINE quality resumes, and to
To wrap up the complex study, several think we were almost out of the supbiomedical engineers are looking into plies from the Fall Career Fair.”
the possibility of inoculating students
from ill-effects by harnessing the power “And the swiping and door resumes?”
of physics majors. When interviewed
about his feelings on the Career Fair, “Oh yea, no we don’t use those, in
third-year Edward Leonard shrugged, fact I believe that your school uses
said “Meh!” and continued counting those resumes to recycle and print
photons.
off the brochures for the next career
fair. The swiping is so they can get a
... LOLAPPS from front
resumes were collected, and let me good estimate for how many they will
tell you, I can already tell that we all get next year so they can plan their
budget.”
are very happy with the results.”
“Well this has all been very enlightening, I thank you for your time, and one
more question before you all leave.
If you don’t accept our resumes for
jobs, then how do we actually go
“What? Heck no! Are you crazy? Why about getting hired?”
would we want to do that?” he reThe representative and his brethren
plied.
smiled at me and simply said, “Apply
“But isn’t that the whole purpose of online.”
the career fair? To gather resumes so
that you can hire us?”
“That’s great!” I responded. “So do
you expect to hire many of our student body for jobs, internships and
the like?”

This how you DON’T apply to get a job,
and more accurately, apply to JAIL. Maybe.
Afterall, she is laughing... right?
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publication and all, staunchly declines
comment on this matter.
But even the crazed business majors,
confident engineers, and liberal artists
are in better shape than the mutant,
three-headed, oozing alien freak that
is the dreaded “WTF DUAL” major. The
Career Center will soon be airing a PBS
special based on the results of Michigan Tech’s research at this past Career
Fair, when a most peculiar creature arrived with its resume. It reportedly was
“more schizophrenic than Gollum,”
spoke to several totally unrelated companies, and disappeared into the mist.

The representative laughed along with
the rest of his brethren, then gained
control of his chuckling to respond,
“You appear to be sadly misinformed,
no we don’t come here to hire you,
we come to collect kindling and fuel
for our corporate machines. You mean
you people actually think we want to
LOOK at your resumes? PSH and AW
“I actually saw it with my own eyeballs,” good sir.”
enthused third-year student Lukas Lund.
“It was really short, came out of the “But, what about those questions you
shadows like a ninja… it was terrify- ask for, and the card swiping and leaving.” Lund went on to explain that the ing our resumes at the door?”
creature portrayed two wholly different personalities with flawless calm: “OH THAT, no no no, the questions

HELP WANTED!

Strong, strapping young engineering
men to help fix my ‘pool.’ Pays well.
Call Margaret at 1-801-200-DERP.

LOOKING FOR A JOB!?

Have no shame?
Sense of honor? Or even dignity?
Well then the city is looking for you.
Houghton is looking for more neighborhood trash redistributors and
recycling afficiandos. Hours of work
are 24/7 and pay is based off of how
many cans you can recycle. Apply
now by just walking outside and leaving your posessions behind, and receive paycheck from Funs-Mart.

STUDENT AVAILABLE!

Need someone good at math? Or
science? Or physics? Perhaps social
studies? I’ll do anything to eat. Please...
help me... I need a job.
I’ll even work under the table if it’s required. I just want food. Even Ramen. I
can live off that...
Please, Call Steven 1-801-200-3377.

JOB OPPURTUNITY:
FEDERAL FEMALE BODY
INVESTIGATOR
Taking or have taken Anatomy and
Physiology? Want some real world experience with using your hands and
applying that knowledge? Then look
no further. The FBI is looking for young
people interested in working with
dead female bodies, and diagnosing
the cause of death in several JaneDoe’s, with the hope of finding something we didn’t find before. Fresh
eyes, etc. Apply Online at FBI.gov.

WRITERS WANTED

It’s just like an exhibition hall at a con, but
with less cool swag, more prostitution (aka
your resume), and fewer crazy people.
Actually,...Wait, scratch that last one...

The Daily Bull is looking for YOU! YES
YOU! To propel itself to (more) success! Come to our meetings Wednesdays at 9:15, Walker 144 for more info!
Warning: Protective gear not included.

